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ABSTRACT The accuracy and completeness of information in geographical databases are very important
for many location-based applications and services. However, the incompleteness in geographical databases is
currently an issue. One consequence of this is that the geographic bounding boxes of many points of interests
(POIs) have not been known. This paper studies the problem of estimating geographic bounding boxes for
POIs using geo-tagged photos contributed by public users on social media. We present a novel approach
using relevant geo-tagged photos of POIs to estimate geographic bounding boxes for the POIs. In the
proposed method, we extend to apply survival analysis with random distance variable for our estimation.
We demonstrate the superiority and effectiveness of our proposed approach over competing methods.

INDEX TERMS Geographic bounding box, POI, survival analysis, geo-tagged photos, Flickr.

I. INTRODUCTION
Gazetteers have played a vital role in many different domains
and applications due to their wide coverage and useful geo-
graphical information. In literature, there are many domains
where gazetteers are used such as toponym resolution [53],
geo-tagging tweets [54] and geo-tagging named entities [55].
To effectively support for such applications, we need to join a
gazetteer with other geo-coded data. With the fast growing of
GPS technology, many devices such as smart phones, tablets
and so on can capture current GPS coordinates. Mapping
the current GPS coordinates to a place is useful for many
services, for instance, in booking and dispatching services
such as GrabTaxi. The accurate information about places
and their boundaries is an important factor which makes
gazetteers become useful on many applications. However,
there is a problem with geographic information in gazetteers.
That is, bounding boxes of many POIs are not available (e.g.
GeoNames). In this paper, we propose a novel approach to
address this challenge by using relevant geo-tagged photos
of POIs to estimate geographic bounding boxes for the POIs.
Estimating bounding boxes for POIs has several benefits such
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as efficiently supporting for reverse geo-coding queries and
better monitoring spatial relationships between POIs. In this
study, we take minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) as the
bounding box of POI. The main contributions in this paper
can be summarized as follows:

• We provide a systematic study for the problem of esti-
mating MBRs for POIs using social media geo-tagged
photos; from the best of our knowledge, this is the first
time such a study is presented.

• We propose a novel approach that extends to apply
survival analysis with random distance variable on esti-
mating MBRs for POIs.

• We present a novel point of view on survival analysis
model when extending survival analysis model with
random distance variable.

• We evaluate our proposed method and report the accu-
racy of estimated MBRs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as following.
Section II discusses related works. Section III presents data
acquisition and processing. Problem definition and method-
ology are presented in Section IV and Section V respectively.
Performance evaluation is given in Section VI. Section VII
concludes the paper and discusses about the future
work.
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II. RELATED WORK
The studies in literature related to our work can be divided
into: (1) spatial extent estimation of geographic entities
and POI identification, (2) automatic gazetteer expansion or
enrichment.

A. SPATIAL EXTENT ESTIMATION OF GEOGRAPHIC
ENTITIES AND POI IDENTIFICATION
Place is an important concept in geography that has been stud-
ied extensively and it strongly relates to social, economics,
cultural and political aspects. The spatial extent of a place
can be estimated using geo-tagged data [1]. In the study of
Chen et al. [2], the authors presented a novel approach to
detect the spatial extents of places with vague boundaries.
The boundary of place is defined based on the density of
geo-tagged photos which are mapped in to a region. Ker-
nel Density Estimation (KDE) is applied for estimating the
boundaries of regions where geo-tagged photos are spare.
In the approach, the authors firstly identify a set of clean
points. After that, they estimate the boundary for the rest
points by using KDE. This approach has a limitation that
is if a place has disjoint regions, each region will forms its
own boundary. In addition, this approach might not define the
boundaries for places with less geo-tagged photos. In another
study, Parker and Downs [3] proposed a novel approach to
generate geometric footprints, which delineate the region
occupied by a spatial point pattern, by clustering data points
and then creating a minimum convex envelope to enclose
each cluster. This study utilizes two density-based cluster-
ing techniques for footprint generation. Firstly, DBSCAN
algorithm is applied to separate non-core points, core points,
or statistical noise. Next, a footprint is generated from the
non-core and core points in each cluster based on convex
hulls. Secondly, the authors applied Fuzzy-Neighborhood
(FN)-DBSCAN algorithm to assign points to clusters depend-
ing on membership values. Two methods are introduced for
defining footprints with FN-DBSCAN: (1) hull-based meth-
ods and (2) contouring techniques. The second method shows
more flexible for footprint generation, as it gives a con-
tinuous surface of membership values from which accurate
contour can be described. A heuristic approach of parameter
selection for FN-DBSCAN is also represented. Alani et al.
[4] used Voronoi diagrams to approximate the extent of
places from their centroids to create polygonal boundaries
of places. In this study, the authors presented a Voronoi dia-
gram method for creating approximate regional extents from
centroids that are inner and outer to regions. The resulting
approximation gives a real extent measurement and it can be
applied to support in responding geographical queries based
on assessing spatial relationships such as direction, distance
and common boundary length. The experimental results of
the approach have been analyzed in the context of a semantic
modeling systemwhich joins the centroid datawith adjacency
and hierarchical relations between the related place names.
In another work, Somodevilla et al. [5] introduced a notion
of fuzzy MBR to model the spatial extent of a geographical

location. However, the authors did not provide any evaluation
on the quality or the accuracy. In this study, the authors
introduced a fuzzy set approach to present the spatial area
of a place utilizing thematic, spatial, and temporal reasoning.
The authors took point locations and created an inscribed
rectangle that is the maximum rectangle inner the location.
They also built a fuzzy minimum bounding rectangle which
contains all points of place. The area between inscribed rect-
angle and fuzzy minimum bounding rectangle is regarded
as the fuzzy area. The final minimum bounding rectangle
is estimated based on membership value of points in fuzzy
area. Montello et al. [14] specified the common core region
of downtown Santa Barbara by sending invitation to ask par-
ticipants for drawing the boundaries of the downtown. In their
study, the authors discussed the application of vague spatial
concepts in particular vague regions. In addition, the authors
accepted the premise that the characteristics of geographic
information system will be improved if they clarify queries
including vague terms. The study concentrates on methods
to specify the referents of queries regarding vague regions in
geospatial information systems. For instance, the users can
query the map with the terms such as ‘‘Northern California’’
or ‘‘are around the Eiffel Tower’’. Understanding vagueness
is important and this fact has been perceived in geographic
information science for the long period of time. There are
many researches on how to represent vagueness mathemat-
ically or computationally. This work does not focus on the
formal structure of vague spatial concepts, but it is necessary
for information systems. This work addresses the problem
of using behavioral methods to determine what people mean
when using vague terms, especially vague spatial terms. The
detailed example of the empirical determination for the down-
town area of Santa Barbara is presented. Jones et al. [21]
utilized a search engine to collect geographic entities which
are related to a vague place name, and used the locations
of harvested entities to estimate the vague boundary. In this
study, the authors presented and evaluated a method that
utilized knowledge collected from the Web to model the
extent of boundaries for vague places. The approach is based
on the reality that when a vague place is referenced in a text
document, it is usually followed by references to other more
accurate places that conjugate with the extent of the value
place. After that, the method of density surface modeling is
applied to specify regions connected with the most often co-
occurring places. The promising results of evaluation for the
method on both vague and precise are presented. The applica-
tion using a geographicalWeb search engine is demonstrated.
The study examines the density surface modeling approach
in more depth, expresses Web harvesting techniques, and
gives evaluation of the approach presented including appli-
cation to geographical Web search engine. Geo-tagged Flickr
photos, which include textual tags and locations, are uti-
lized in many researches on estimating boundaries of vague
places [22], [23], [24]. Grothe et al. [22] introduced an auto-
mated approach of footprint generation utilizing the statistical
evaluation of a set of points, which are supposed to lie in the
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region. In this work, the authors applied and compared two
statistical techniques, Kernel Density Estimation and Support
Vector Machines (SVMs). The overall proposed approach is
assessed using precise regions. The results for two techniques
evaluated bymeans of statistical classificationmeasures show
a slight superiority of SVMs. Lastly, a priori choices for the
input parameter are inferred from the results. The footprints
of imprecise regions are created in an automatic process.
In another study, Intagorn et al. [23] proposed a novel method
that specifies noise in social annotations. The authors eval-
uated the method on some countries and US states. The
evaluation results show that the proposed method can learn
considerable better boundaries than an alternative method.
The authors also demonstrated that the proposed method can
learn reasonable boundaries of vague places without ground
truth. Li et al. [24] utilized spatial footprints as information
of human interaction with the environment. More specific,
the authors used Flickr geo-tagged photos to provide views
about places. Spatial footprints, i.e. geo-tags, associated with
photos can describe place locations and spatial extents as well
as the relations of places. This information about place can be
used to examine the way that people perceive their landscape.
It also can be integrated into existing gazetteers for location-
based services and geographic information retrieval.

The researches on POI identification or POI discovery, in a
broad sense, can be classified into two problems: identifying
single POI boundary, and identifying multiple POIs where
POIs are regarded as POI clusters, i.e. the clusters of geo-
tagged photos associated with POIs. POI clusters can be
used to form POI areas. The approaches for discovering a
single POI boundary were studied in [10], [11], and [13].
Bui et al. [10] introduced a novel method, namely Boundary-
dependent Explicit Semantic Analysis (BESA), to identify
the boundary of POI. In this study, POI boundary is repre-
sented as a circle with the POI location as the center and the
radius of circle is unknown. When the radius is determined
as an assured distance from the POI location, textual data
of geo-tagged Flick photos inside the circular boundary are
presented to a topic vector that each element of the vector
is a Wikipedia concept. To detect the appropriate boundary,
the authors considered a POI as a circle with increasing radii.
By examining the cosine similarities between the vector of a
POI center and those of distant positions, the POI boundary
is specified. The POI boundary is determined with the radius
at which the cosine similarity decreased significantly. The
experiment is done on five POIs. The experimental results
showed that top 20 highly weighted topics inside the bound-
aries specified by the proposed approach are more relevant to
the POIs than inside other boundaries. These results confirm
the effectiveness of BESA for detecting boundaries of POIs.
Vu et al. [13] introduced a novel approach for detecting social
POI boundary based on geo-tagged tweets. In this study, the
authors defined social POI boundary as a cluster including
POI center and a convex polygon which forms a geograph-
ical region of POI. The authors also formulated a problem

of constrained optimization and presented an effective opti-
mal estimation algorithm to solve the problem. The perfor-
mance of GeoSocialBound algorithm is evaluated on various
environments. The analysis results show that the proposed
approach can obtain high degree of accuracy. Tran et al.
[11] presented a novel approach, namely iterative SoBEst
(I-SoBEst), for detecting the social boundary of POI which is
represented as a convex polygon. The analysis results show
that the complexity of I-SoBEst is linear with the number of
records. The experimental results also show the superiority
of the algorithm over SoBEst (which was originally referred
to as GeoSocialBound in [13]) and competing clustering
methods. Previous studies related to identifying multiple
POIs usually result in a list of POI clusters [31, 32, 33, 36,
37, 38, 39,40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Lee et al. [31] applied
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
(DBSCAN) [30] to discover POIs from the collection of
geo-tagged photos and thenmining association rules for asso-
ciative POIs. Similarly, Sun et al. [32] employed DBSCAN
clustering to identify POIs from Flickr geo-tagged images.
Subsequently, the authors built a recommendation system that
provides users with the most popular POIs as well as the best
travel routings between the POIs. Höpken et al. [33] used
both K-mean and DBSCAN clustering to identify POIs from
collection of geo-tagged photos in the city of Munich. The
authors then discovered tourists’ behavioral patterns in the
form of POIs often visited together and frequent visitation
sequences. Crandall et al. [36] applied mean shift cluster-
ing [35] to discover POIs from a collection of Flickr geo-
tagged photos. Zhang el al. [37] discovered POIs by mean
shift approach to obtain the geographical clustering result
on online sharing Websites image collections. The authors
then proposed a POI-based tag matrix completion framework
which processes the images within each POI in parallel.
Kisilevich et al. [41] proposed P-DBSCAN which is a new
and more advanced version of DBSCAN. P-DBSCAN was
specifically developed for clustering geo-tagged photos and
discovering POIs by taking into account information about
the photo owners. Majid et al. [40] applied P-DBSCAN
to discovery POIs from a collection of Flickr geo-tagged
photos. Next, the authors presented a novel method for POI
recommendation that is compatible with users (i.e., per-
sonalization) in the given context (i.e., context awareness).
Bui [43] used P-DBSCAN to discover POIs as shopping
locations from a collection of geo-tagged photos related
to shopping in Los Angeles City, California, USA. Subse-
quently, the author uncovered the spatial-temporal behaviors
of shopping users based on their visited POIs. Lyu et al. [44]
employed P-DBSCAN algorithm to identify POIs from geo-
tagged photos, i.e., obtaining a set of travel POIs. Thereafter,
the authors introduced Weighted Multi-Information Con-
strained Matrix Factorization for personalized travel loca-
tion recommendation. Similarly, Ameen et al. [45] also
utilized P-DBSCAN to discover POIs as travel locations
from community-contributed geotagged photos. Next, the
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authors presented a convolutional neural network and matrix
factorization-based travel location recommendation method
to address the the travel location cold start problem. There
are also many studies using other clustering methods to dis-
cover POIs from geo-tagged photos. Kuo et al. [42] pre-
sented an end-to-end framework for discovering POIs/AOIs
from the spatial and temporal properties and attributes of
Flickr geo-tagged photos. Yang et al. [51] introduced a robust
noise-resistant approach based on Laplacian for POI iden-
tification using geo- and textual-tagged social photos data.
Pla-Sacristán et al. [52] proposed two density-based cluster-
ing algorithms, namely K-DBSCAN and V-DBSCAN that
have a direct applicability on the task of automatic POI
identification.

B. AUTOMATIC GAZETTEER EXPANSION OR ENRICHMENT
Gazetteer expansion or enrichment is a process of adding
new records as new places or the missing attributes of an
existing place to a gazetteer. Popescu et al. [6] proposed
a novel approach for creating and enriching a geographi-
cal gazetteer, called Gazetiki. The authors extracted geo-
graphic entities from Wikipedia, Panoramio, and web search
engines. The entities are then categorized, coordinated and
ranked. The Geonames database can be enhanced and com-
plemented from information in Gazetiki. The experimental
results show that the proposed method can give a richer struc-
ture and an improved coverage in comparison with another
known study of automatically building a geographic database.
Oliveira et al. [7] proposed a novel approach for enriching
the GeoSEn gazetteer [17] by using the geographical infor-
mation that is gathered through crowd sourcing. The authors
expanded the spatial hierarchy of the gazetteer by adding
places at what appears to be district and street granularity. The
authors presented a case study for evaluating the extended
version of the GeoSEn system. The analysis results show an
acceptable accuracy and precision regarding the known VGI
quality issues. Geo-tagging Flickr photos and videos can be
applied to enrich places in gazetteers with location specific
photos as showed in the study of Serdyukov et al. [8]. In this
work, the authors presented a language model for mapping
Flick geo-tagged photos to places on the earth utilizing user
tags to photos. The authors leveraged a grid based method to
separate the earth surface into cells of equal sizes then predict-
ing a specific cell for each photo. The authors used smoothing
techniques for refining the cell prediction. In another study,
Kordopatis -Zilos et al. [9] introduced a bag of tags method
that the probability of a tag being used by users is determined
for describing a region. The tags in each cell are weighted
based on spatial entropy that the tags which are user specific
or general are assigned less weight. The authors offered sev-
eral refinements over a language model-based approach [18]
which has been showed to have competing performance. The
authors showed that the proposed refinements result with
excellent improvement regarding the geo-tagging precision
and the accuracy of the geo-tagging output. Additionally,

the authors introduced an in-depth analysis of the perfor-
mance for the proposed method, as well as the contribution
of each refinement and the effects when increasing size of
the training dataset. Moura et al. [12] introduced a method
that use linked data sources to put gazetteer data together.
The linking data sources bring enriching gazetteer with a
set of semantic and geographic relationships. Therefore, this
activity helps to solve the typical GIR problem such as
altering and disambiguation. The study presents the result of
efforts to aggregate two linked data sources of gazetteer data,
namely DBPedia and GeoNames. Hu et al. [15] introduced
a novel method to collect local location names from geo-
tagged housing advertisements. The authors utilized the posts
on advertising websites such as Craigslist, which usually
include local place names. The proposed method has two
steps: natural language processing (NLP) and geospatial clus-
tering. In NLP step, place name candidates are extracted from
the textual content of advertising posts. The geospatial step
concentrates on performing multi-scale geospatial clustering
on the coordinates associated with extracted candidate loca-
tion names. The performance of proposed method is com-
pared with six baselines. The result of proposed approach
is also compared with four existing gazetteers to present
the not-yet-recorded local location names uncovered by our
approach. Smart et al. [16] proposed a mediation framework
to retrieve and merge different gazetteer resources to create
a meta-gazetteer that produces enhanced versions of place
name information. The proposedmethod joins different infor-
mation of place name from many gazetteer sources that
relates to the same geographic location. The approach also
uses many similarity metrics to specify equivalent toponyms.
Oliveira et al. [18] introduced a novel approach for gazetteer
enrichment based on VGI data sources. In reality, VGI envi-
ronments are not built to work as gazetteers. But, they usu-
ally include more up-to-date and detailed information than
gazetteers. The proposed approach is used in geo-parser
environments by utilizing its heuristics set besides enrich-
ing the gazetteer. The authors presented a case study with
geo-parsing Twitter messages which focuses on the micro-
texts to exanimate the performance of enriched procedure.
Gelernter et al. [19] introduced a novel approach to iden-
tify sources of new local gazetteer entries in crow-sourced
Wikimapia and OpenStreetMap geo-tags which contain geo-
coordinates. The authors built a fuzzy matching algorithm
based on Support Vector Machine algorithm that examines
both approximate geo-coding and approximate spelling to
detect duplicates between the gazetteer and crowd-sourced
tags to absorb novel tags. The proposed algorithm cre-
ates candidate matches from the gazetteer and next ranks
those candidates by word form or geographical relations
between gazetteer candidate and each tag. The proposed
approach compares a baseline of edit distance for candidate
ranking. Keßler et al. [20] introduced a novel bottom-up
method for gazetteer generation using geo-tagged photos.
This work mentions about the building blocks of geo-tags and
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TABLE 1. POI names and POI types according to Geonames.

relationships between them to officially define the notion of
geo-tag. Based on their discussion, the authors demonstrated
an extraction process for gazetteer entries which takes in
account the emergent semantics of geo-tagged photos col-
lections and give a group-cognitive perspective on named
places. The authors set up an experiment for specifying place
names and assigning adequate geographic footprints by using
clustering and filtering algorithms. The experimental results
of three place names with different geographic feature types
including Soho, Camino de Santiago and Kilimanjaro are
evaluated. The authors showed how the proposed approach
can be combinedwith other approaches. The discussion about
complementing existing gazetteers is also presented.

III. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
In this section, we describe how to collect POIs and how to
gather geo-tagged photos from a social media photo-sharing
platform as well as to extract relevant geo-tagged photos
associated with the POIs. We present details of each task as
follows.

A. COLLECTING POI
To collect a set of POIs and their locations, we use an open
geographic database namely Geonames which contains a
great amount of geographical names [29]. There are many
feature classes of geographic concepts in Geonames such as
parks, area, spot, building, farm and so on. But the following
five representative categorized types of POIs are taken into
account in the study: park (L.PRK), building (S.BLDG), mall
(S.MALL), museum (S.MUS), and school (S.SCH). The POI
names and POI types are summarized in Table 1. All POIs in
our study are located in San Francisco City, California, USA.

B. COLLECTING GEO-TAGGED PHOTOS
Geo-tagged photos are collected from Flickr, a well-know
social media photo sharing platform. We use Application

TABLE 2. Relevant geo-tagged photos for POIs.

Programming Interface (API)1 provided by Flickr to
collect geo-tagged photos. More specifically, we use
flickr.photo.search function to retrieve geo-tagged photos.
The geo-tagged photos are collected within San Francisco
City, California, USA and having taken date before March
2022. Our dataset consists of 1,159,472 Flickr geo-tagged
photos. For data processing on the next step, we adopt the fol-
lowing three essential attributes from the geo-tagged photos:

• tags: actual UTF-8 tags of a geo-tagged photo
• latitude: latitude of a geo-tagged photo’s location
• longitude: longitude of a geo-tagged photo’s location

C. EXTRACTING RELEVANT GEO-TAGGED
PHOTOS FOR POI
Social media users are able to tag a POI name (e.g., De Young
Museum) on their photos taken at the POI to describe their
interest about the POI. Therefore, geo-tagged photos which
are tagged with a POI name are considered relevant to the
POI. We can easily gather relevant geo-tagged photos of a
particular POI by searching geo-tagged photos with the POI
name in their tags. Since relevant geo-tagged photos of a
POI are usually taken around the POI location, we limit our
searches with geo-tagged photos within 5 km from the POI
location. In reality, a POI name may appear in many forms
such as alternative names, abbreviation. Thus, we perform
keyword-based searches by querying different words for a
POI name. Relevant variations for a POI name would include
its abbreviated name and its alternative names. By using
query processing, for each POI we can obtain the set of
relevant geo-tagged photos which are tagged with the POI
name or the relevant variations of the POI name. Table 2
presents the number of relevant geo-tagged photos for each
POI that we extract from the dataset.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Before we formally define the problem, we give definitions
of some basic concepts and terms.
Definition 1 (Geo-Tagged Photo): A geo-tagged photo ρ

can be defined as:

ρ = (δ, l, τ,T , d) (1)

1www.flickr.com/services/api
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where δ is the photo ID; l is geo-tags or a pair latitude–
longitude coordinates where the photo ρ was taken; τ is the
title of the photo; the photo ρ is annotated with a set of textual
tags denoted as T ; d is the textual description of the photo.
Definition 2 (POI):A POI P is defined as a unique specific

site (e.g., a museum or a park). In our model, a POI has
two attributes: POI name and POI location. We use NP to
represent the POI name and LP = (latP, lngP) to denote its
location or corresponding geographical attribute in terms of
longitude and latitude coordinates.
Definition 3 (Collection of Geo-Tagged Photos Relevant to

a POI): The collection of geo-tagged photos relevant to a POI
P denoted as CP is a set of geo-tagged photos around the POI
location which include POI nameNP or its relevant variations
in their tags. We can specify Cp as flowing:

CP ≜ {ρ} (2)

where ρ.T includes NP or its relevant variations.
Our goal in this work is to estimate the geographical

bounding box, i.e. MBR, for an arbitrary POI based on the
distribution of relevant geo-tagged photos associated with
the POI.

V. METHODOLOGY
A. SOLUTION OVERVIEW
The schematic overview of the proposed approach includ-
ing data acquisition and processing stage is illustrated in
Figure 1. The detailed description for each block is explained
as follows. The first block presents for data acquisition and
preprocessing stage as described in Section III. In the second
block, for each POI, we estimate the survival probability of
relevant geo-tagged photos by distance to the POI location on
each geographic axis of North, South, East, and West axes.
In the third block, on each axis we specify the first distance
where the survival probability is less than a threshold. In the
last block, based on the specified distances, the estimated
MBR of POI is created as illustrated in Figure 3.

B. SURVIVAL ANALYSIS
Survival analysis is considered as a field of statistics that stud-
ies about survival time until an event of death or failure [25],
[26], [28]. It is applied broadly in many areas such as eco-
nomics, biology, sociology and engineering [27]. We denote
T as a random time variable which presents for the time until
an event happens. In traditional survival analysis model, the
event is a ’’death’’ or ’’failure’’. There are four main functions
used on survival analysis, which are: the failure function, the
probability density function, the survival function and the
hazard function.

1) FAILURE FUNCTION
the failure function or cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of a time random variable T , denoted as F(t), is specified as
the probability to die or fail before a certain time t . The failure

function is expressed as follows:

F(t) = Pr{T ≤ t} (3)

2) PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
The probability density function (PDF), denoted as f (t),
is defined as the derivate of the failure function:

f (t) =
∂F(t)

∂t
(4)

3) SURVIVAL FUNCTION
The survival function, denoted as S(t), is the survival prob-
ability up to a certain time t . It is also the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the lifetime. The
survival function is defined as:

S(t) = 1 − F(t) = Pr{T > t} (5)

4) HAZARD FUNCTION
The hazard function denoted as h(t) provides the failure rate
at time t conditioned on the instance being still survival or
alive at time t , i.e. the expected number of failures happening
at or close to time t . The hazard function is defined as:

h(t) = f (t)/S(t) = −S ′(t)/S(t) (6)

C. ESTIMATING MBR FOR POI BASED ON SURVIVAL
ANALYSIS
The approach of survival analysis is generic and this can
be extended for applying to any random variable. Since we
are applying survival analysis technique to another domain
as in the context of our problem, we need to define our
terms. In the forthcoming of this paper, we use a random
distance variable R which presents for the distance until
an event happens. As mentioned previously, the geo-tagged
photos around a POI location which are tagged with the POI
name or its relevant variations are considered relevant to
the POI. We measure the survival probability of the relevant
geo-tagged photos based on their distance to the POI location.
We extend to apply survival analysis for this measurement.
To this end, we consider the distance variable as same as the
time variable in traditional survival analysis model [25], [26],
[28]. In practice, traditional survival analysis model is used
for modeling the survival probability of an event that depends
on the time with some explanation factors.

When we consider the random distance variable as same
as the random time variable, we can model the survival
probability of the relevant geo-tagged photos to a POI based
on the distances of the geo-tagged photos to the POI loca-
tion. We denote r0 = 0 as the initial distance and 1r
as increasing interval for the initial distance. We represent
r1, r2 . . . rk as respective distances when increasing r0 with
1r , 21r , 31r, . . . , k1r . If we regard the distance ri as the
survival distance for the event: a relevant geo-tagged photo
ρ is still survival if the distance from ρ to the POI location
is greater than ri, we can model the survival probability of
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FIGURE 1. The schematic overview of the proposed approach including data acquisition and processing.

FIGURE 2. The POI location and four axes.

the event during each increasing interval 1r . We express
main functions in our model which are used to describe the
survival probability based on distances from the positions of
the relevant geo-tagged photos to the POI location including
the failure function, the survival function, the probability
density function and the hazard function as following.

1) FAILURE FUNCTION
We denote F(r) as the failure function or the cumulative
distribution function of random distance variable R. F(r) is
the probability that the relevant geo-tagged photos of a POI
exist before a certain distance r to the POI location. The
failure function is expressed as follows:

F(r)=P(relevant geo-tagged photos exist inside distance r)

=P{R ≤ r} (7)

2) SURVIVAL FUNCTION
The survival probability in our model is considered as the
probability that relevant geo-tagged photos still exist outside
a given distance r to the POI location. The survival function
at a given distance r , denoted as S(r), is defined as following:

S(r)

=P(relevant geo− tagged photos exist outside distance r)

= 1−P(relevant geo-tagged photos exist inside distance r)

(8)

Therefore, we have:

S (r) = P {R > r} = 1 − F (r) (9)

3) PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION
The probability density function of the survival distance R
is defined as the probability that the POI has relevant geo-
tagged photos in the short interval per unit distance. It can be
expressed as following:

f (r) = lim
1r→0

P[r ≤ R < r + 1r]
1r

(10)

4) HAZARD FUNCTION
The hazard function h(r) is defined as the event rate at dis-
tance r conditional on survival until distance r or later (that
is, R ≥ r). It can be formulated as follows:

h (r) = lim
1r→0

P[(r ≤ R < r + 1r)|R ≥ r]
1r

(11)

h (r) =
f (r)

1 − F(r)
=
f (r)
S(r)

(12)

We use life table method [26] to estimate the survival
function:

Ŝ (ri) =

∏i−1

j=1

(
1 − q̂j

)
(13)

where:
q̂j = dj/nj is the conditional probability of failure in

the interval; dj is the number of relevant geo-tagged photos
failure, i.e. existing in the interval; nj is the number of relevant
geo-tagged photos exposed in the interval.

For each POI P with the POI location LP=(latP, lngP),
we consider the axes of four directions including North,
South, East, West as illustrated in Figure 2. For each geo-
tagged photo ρ in CP presented for the collection of relevant
geo-tagged photos of the POIP, the location or geo-tags of the
geo-tagged photo ρ is denoted as l = (latρ , lngρ). The latitude
distance from the geo-tagged photo to the POI location is
specified by:

Dlat (ρ,P) = |latρ − latP| (14)

Similarly, the longitude distance from the geo-tagged photo
to the POI location is:

Dlng (ρ,P) = |lngρ − lngP| (15)

The latitude distances and longitude distances are then con-
verted into meter unit. We apply survival analysis for the
relevant geo-tagged photos of the POI on four axes including
West, East, South and North axis. Depending on the latitude
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FIGURE 3. The illustration of estimated MBR.

and longitude coordinates of the relevant geo-tagged photos
of the POI, we can infer the set of relevant geo-tagged photos
on each of West, East, South and North axes. For estimating
the survival probability of relevant geo-tagged photos by
distance, the latitude distance is used as survival distance on
East, West axis. Similarly, the longitude distance is used as
survival distance on North, South axis. Based on the survival
probability, we specify the first distance on each axis where
the survival probability of relevant geo-tagged photos is not
considerable. To this end, we define a threshold denoted as
γ and find the first survival distance on each axis that the
survival probability less than the threshold. We denote these
distances as dE , dW , dN and dS on East, West, North and
South axis respectively. When the distances are specified
on the four axes, the MBR of the POI is formed. Figure 3
illustrates the estimated MBR for the POI after specifying the
distances dE , dW , dN and dS .

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate our proposed method in terms of the accuracy of
the bounding boxes as MBRs of POIs which are estimated by
our approach. We carry out the validation for the proposed
method with the POIs, the geo-tagged photos dataset and
the relevant geo-tagged photos for the POIs as mentioned in
Section III. The information of POIs is presented in Table 1.
The POIs are located in San Francisco City, California, USA.
The statistics of relevant geo-tagged photos for the POIs are
shown in Table 2.

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
In our survival analysis model, we set distance interval 1r as
10 meters, which is a reasonable distance interval for exam-
ining the variance of the survival probability of relevant geo-
tagged photos by distance for POIs. The threshold parameter
γ is set equal 0.2 when comparing with competing methods.
We also examine the changes in performance of the proposed

approach by varying the threshold parameter with different
settings γ ∈ {0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05}.

B. EVALUATION MEASURE
The ground truth for our evaluation is obtained by querying
OpenStreetMap (OSM). OSM has been used similarly in the
literature [46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. For each POI, we retrieve the
ground truth MBR for the POI by using the reverse Geo-
coding API provided by OSM.2 This API function returns
a bounding box as MBR for a POI by passing latitude and
longitude of the POI location. The MBR of a POI is a
rectangle defined by two longitudes and two latitudes. The
standard format of MBR is: [min Longitude, min Latitude,
max Longitude, max Latitude]. We measure the accuracy of
the estimated MBR of a POI by comparing against the MBR
of the POI retrieved from OSM. In the evaluation, we com-
pute the approximate area of each MBR by calculating the
Haversine distance between endpoints to infer its length and
width and then using this information to compute the area.
We note that each MBR is a curvilinear rectangle on the
spherical surface of earth. In here, the approximation for
MBR area is justified since the calculation for the area of the
estimated MBR and the area of MBR retrieved from OSM is
the same.

The accuracy of estimated MBR is measured in terms of
the overlapped area to the ground truth MBR provided by
OSM. For an estimatedMBR denoted as E and a ground truth
MBR provided by OSM denoted as G, we use the following
measures of accuracy:

• Area Overlap Accuracy (AOA): The ratio of the area
which is the intersection between E and G to the area
which is the union between E and G.

• False Negative (FN) for area overlap: The ratio of the
area which is the area of G not covered by E to the area
of G.

• False Positive (FP) for area overlap: The ratio of the area
which is the area of E not part of G to the area of E .

C. ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE
This section presents the evaluation results for the POIs.
The goal of our evaluation is to examine the accuracy of the
estimated MBRs by the proposed method and to uncover the
affect of the threshold parameter. To describe for the process
of estimating bounding boxes as MBRs of the POIs, we take
an example of California Academy of Sciences. Figure 4
presents the survival probability by distance on four axes
of four geographic directions including North, South, East,
and West from the POI location of California Academy of
Sciences. When the threshold γ is set as 0.2, the first distance
from the POI location on North axis that survival probability
is less than 0.2 is 60 meters. Similarly, the first distances
on South, East and West axis are 50 meters, 40 meters,
40 meters respectively. Based on these specified distances,

2https://nominatim.openstreetmap.org/reverse
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FIGURE 4. Survival probability by distance from the POI location on each axis for California Academy of
Sciences.

FIGURE 5. The estimated MBR in blue and the ground truth MBR in red of
California Academy of Science on Google Maps.

the estimated MBR of California Academy of Sciences is
constructed.

For better understanding, the MBR of California Academy
of Sciences estimated by the proposed method is drawn on
Google Maps and presented as in Figure 5; the red rectangle
is the ground truth MBR; the blue rectangle is the estimated
MBR; and the green rectangle is the overlapping rectangle
between the ground truth MBR and the estimated MBR.

The performance results of the proposedmethod are shown
according to the evaluation measure. To verify the superiority
of the proposed approach, we compare the performance of
our proposed approach with baseline methods as presented
below.

1) COMPARISON WITH COMPETING METHODS
We compare our proposed method with three baseline
methods, namely DBSCAN [30], mean shift [35] and

P-DBSCAN [41], which are popularly used for POI iden-
tification. The baseline methods use the geo-tagged photo
dataset for identifying POIs. Due to the fact that clustering
algorithms including DBSCAN, mean shift and P-DBSCAN
return arbitrarily-shaped POI clusters, we need to find MBRs
containing the POI clusters in order to evaluate these methods
under our problem setting. For the evaluation, we compute
the MBR for each POI cluster as follows. The north latitude
and east longitude of the MBR are given by the maximum
latitude and maximum longitude respectively between the
latitudes and the longitudes of geo-tagged photos in the POI
cluster. Similarly, the south latitude and west longitude of the
MBR are given by the minimum latitude and minimum lon-
gitude respectively between the latitudes and the longitudes
of geo-tagged photos in the POI cluster. Finally, we present
performance comparison among our approach and three com-
peting methods in terms of measures of accuracy for MBR.
In the following, we briefly describe the basic mechanism and
parameter settings of each base line method.

2) DBSCAN (BASELINE #1)
As mentioned in many studies, DBSCAN is one of the most
common methods applied for POI identification [31], [32],
[33], [34]. Thus, it can be used as a baseline method in our
study. For using DBSCAN, we need to set two parameters
MinPts and ϵ, whereMinPts is theminimumnumber of points
required to form a dense region within a distance threshold ϵ

[30]. In our evaluation, we set ϵ = 50 meters and MinPts =

100 similarly as in Sun et al. [32].

3) MEAN SHIFT (BASELINE #2)
Mean shift [35] is a popular clustering method for POI identi-
fication. It has been applied to identify POI from social media
geo-tagged photos in several studies [36], [37], [38], [39].
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TABLE 3. Comparison with competing methods.

FIGURE 6. Comparision between the proposed method (our) and others.

Mean shift clustering can generate arbitrary number of clus-
ters with different sizes. Since the result of mean shift clus-
tering strongly depends on a kernel function rather than
some parameters, mean shift is regarded as a non-parametric
feature-space technique. But, in fact, mean shift cluster-
ing is not a completely parametric-free because it requires
setting a neighborhood bandwidth. The clustering result is
influenced by setting the bandwidth parameter. In our eval-
uation, we set the bandwidth as 100 meters similarly as in
Crandall et al. [36].

4) P-DBSCAN (BASELINE #3)
A new and more advanced version of DBSCAN, namely
P-DBSCAN, was invented for POI identification [41].
P-DBSCAN was proposed for clustering geo-tagged photos
by taking into account information about the photo owners.
P-DBSCAN is a common clustering method for identifying
POIs and being used in several studies [40], [42], [43], [44],
[45]. In our evaluation, we set parameters similarly as in
Kisilevich et al. [41]. We apply MinOwners = 50 for the
minimum number of photo owners in a cluster, ϵ = 50 meters
for the distance threshold, and 10% for the density drop
threshold.

5) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We present performance comparison among our proposed
approach and three competing methods in terms of AOA,
FN, FP as in Table 3. The comparison is also visualized as
in Figure 6. As can be seen from Figure 6, the proposed
approach outperforms other methods in terms of area over-
lap accuracy for all cases. Since the area overlap accuracy
presents for the quality or accuracy of estimated MBR, our
propose method gives the best quality of estimated MBR
in comparison with the competing methods. In addition, the
false positive rate of our proposed approach is much lower
than other methods in most cases of POIs. To examine the
affect of the threshold parameter, we vary the threshold γ and
observe the performance results with different settings of the
threshold parameter including 0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1 and 0.05.

The performance results of the proposed method according
to different values of the threshold parameter γ ∈ {0.25,
0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05} are shown in Table 4 where POI names
are presented in abbreviation. We visualize the performance
results in term of area overlap accuracy, false negative, false
positive as in Figure 7(a), Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c) respec-
tively with different settings of the threshold parameter γ ∈

{0.25, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.05}. As can be seen from Figure 7(a),
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TABLE 4. The performance results when varying the threshold parameter.

FIGURE 7. The performance results according to AOA, FN and FP with different settings of the
threshold parameter.

the area overlap accuracy when the threshold γ = 0.2 gives
the best performance result in most cases of POIs. In contrast,
it gives the worst performance result in most cases of POIs
when the threshold γ = 0.05.
In addition, the area overlap accuracy tends to declinewhen

the value of the threshold decreases from 0.2 to 0.05 in most
cases of POIs. As in Figure 7(b), the performance result in
term of false negative is highest when the threshold γ = 0.25
for all cases and lowest when the threshold γ = 0.05 in most
cases. False negative measure is expressed by the ratio of the
area which is the area of ground truth MBR not covered by
the area of estimated MBR to the area of ground truth MBR.
Since the area of ground truth MBR for a particular POI is a
constant, the high value of false negativemeans the high value
of the area of ground truth MBR not covered by the area of
estimated MBR. The high value of false negative shows the

low accuracy of the estimated MBR. From Figure 7(c), the
performance result in term of false positive is highest when
the threshold γ = 0.05 for all cases, while the false positive
rate when the threshold γ = 0.25 is lowest in many but not all
cases. The high false positive rate implies that the accuracy
of estimated MBR is low.

VII. CONCLUSION
Bounding boxes are used broadly for approximating the
spatial extents for POIs. The bounding boxes of POIs are
benificial for many location-based applications and espe-
cially useful for addressing complex problems in geographi-
cal information science. This paper presents a novel approach
to estimate bounding boxes as MBRs for POIs using social
media geo-tagged photos. The evaluation results reveal that
the proposed approach can estimate the MBRs of the POIs
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effectively, which yeilds a significant improvement over the
baselines. As the future work, we can extend our approach
to estimate MBRs for POIs by using different kinds of geo-
tagged data such as geo-tagged tweets. In another extension,
we can enhance our method by using geo-tagged photos
combined from many social media platforms to address the
data sparsity problem and help to estimate more robustMBRs
for POIs.
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